Gains still to be found in
Chinese equities
Corporate earnings will likely be the focus after a post‑pandemic recovery.
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Key insights
 2021 can be viewed as a year of normalization for China’s gross domestic product (GDP),
earnings growth, financial markets, and policy after the preceding pandemic disruption.
 The US‑China relationship remains competitive in nature, though increased dialogue and a
more predictable approach may lower tail risk and uncertainty.
 A broader economic recovery is expected to take hold in 2021 that could potentially lead to
divergent sector performance from Chinese equities.
China’s economy is on the right track to recovery in 2021. We expect the Chinese consumer to
play a bigger role this year, thanks to pent‑up demand. Successive holidays and festivals have
been accompanied by improving consumer confidence. Residential property, one of the first
sectors to recover, remains well supported. Sectors exposed to developed markets economic
recoveries might also benefit, as well as export manufacturers leveraged to global trade.
We believe the COVID‑19 vaccination rollout should facilitate a further rebound in those
business and consumer services that have been lagging, such as food, hotels, entertainment,
and personal services. Though the country’s international borders remain shut, domestic air
travel and tourism have rebounded strongly. During the Labor Day holidays in early May, the
number of domestic tourist trips reached a record 230 million, 3.0% more than in 2019.1 As
China ramps up its vaccination program, we should see a more visible path for opening
international borders in 2022.
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“We expect the Chinese consumer to play a bigger role this year, thanks to
pent‑up demand.”
By contrast, COVID‑19 beneficiaries – including some technology
companies as well as companies related to China’s infrastructure
spending, such as construction machinery – may face a tougher time
as earnings comparisons are made with the previous year. 2021 can
be viewed as a year of normalization for GDP, earnings, markets,
and policy.

Overall, 2021 is likely to be a year of normalization. As the economic
recovery broadens out, more sectors are likely to see stronger earnings
growth. This, combined with tighter liquidity, means that the wide
valuation divergence we saw last year could potentially reverse. We are
already seeing part of that reversal happen, especially for some of the
more crowded growth names and thematic stocks.

A correction and consolidation
in equities

Economic policy on hold

China’s early and sustained economic recovery from the coronavirus
pandemic was reflected in a strong performance by the CSI 300 Index
last year, which rose 27% in 20202 compared with 16.3% for the S&P
500. The broader A‑share market, represented by the Shanghai
Composite Index, only rose 13.9%,2 however, close to the return of the
average developed economy stock market. There was clearly a big gap
in 2020 performance between China’s mega‑cap growth stocks and
internet giants and A‑shares generally. And while the A‑share market
overall still did well, 50% of stocks actually fell last year. In particular,
large‑cap stocks (as represented by the MSCI China All Shares Large
Cap Index) outperformed small‑caps (as represented by MSCI China
All Shares Small Cap Index) by 7.33% last year.3
This year, we have seen Chinese equities correct from their
mid‑February peak, as markets have pulled back on higher US
bond yields, risk‑off sentiment due to news flow around US‑China
competition, and renewed travel and quarantine restrictions during
the Chinese New Year.

“...we see China’s stock market becoming
more earnings‑driven this year...”
Looking ahead, we see China’s stock market becoming more
earnings‑driven this year after a solid post‑pandemic economic
recovery. With liquidity no longer lifting all boats, we believe stock
selection will be paramount moving forward. Importantly, earnings
estimates are looking favorable. Consensus corporate earnings for
2021 are expected to increase 24% for companies in the MSCI China
Index and 23% for those in the large‑cap CSI 300 Index, with further
gains of 14% and 13%, respectively, in 2022, according to analyst
estimates compiled by I/B/E/S.
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China’s leaders announced more prudent monetary and fiscal
policies at the annual National People’s Congress (NPC) in March.
A conservative GDP growth target of “over 6%” was set for 2021,
which should be easily achievable given the low pandemic base.
Beijing believes it has done enough to reflate the economy, and
policymakers may adopt a “wait‑and‑see” approach in the coming
quarters. Investors, however, were disappointed by the lack of new
stimulus. Some worry that policy might be tightened prematurely, as
the government seeks to balance supporting economic recovery with
the longer‑term need to contain financial risks. The chance of
aggressive tightening is quite low, however.
Importantly, China has ample fiscal and monetary space to reverse
course quickly should the economy falter. The People’s Bank of China
(PBoC), China’s central bank, kept monetary policy broadly neutral
during the recovery from the coronavirus, with no change in interest
rates for 12 months. It, therefore, has policy ammunition in reserve.

China’s long‑term targets
A key focus of the NPC’s five‑year economic plan (2021–2026) is
President Xi Jinping’s “dual circulation” theory. This seeks
higher‑quality growth through supporting domestic markets,
innovation, and reform. Beijing views boosting domestic demand,
upgrading supply chains, and achieving greater self‑sufficiency in key
technologies as the best ways to hedge against external uncertainties
and challenges.
Innovation is becoming the key driving force for policymakers. Beijing
is looking to actively shift its competitive advantage away from a
labor-intensive model to one more focused on engineering abilities.
This is being helped by an increasingly educated workforce. While
China’s demographic dividend is coming to an end, education is
taking up the slack with approximately 1 million college students
graduating every year.

Source: FactSet. Copyright 2021 FactSet. All Rights Reserved.
As of December 31, 2020. Source: FactSet. Copyright 2021 FactSet. All Rights Reserved.
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China’s planned move away from carbon
(Fig. 1) Fossil fuels as a percentage of primary energy is falling
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“Under dual circulation, China may also have better protection against global economic
shocks and the international trade cycle.”
Under dual circulation, China may also have better protection against
global economic shocks and the international trade cycle. In terms of
geopolitics, we believe Beijing would prefer to cooperate with other
countries rather than engage in geopolitical rivalry. We expect China
to continue to open up its economy to overseas companies while at
the same time pursuing economic and financial reform. The US‑China
relationship will likely remain competitive in nature, though increased
dialogue and a more predictable approach may lower risk
and uncertainty.
President Xi also announced more details of the plan to transition to
clean energy and reduce net carbon emissions to zero by 2060 (Figure
1). China accounts for 30% of global industrial output, and its efforts
will likely contribute meaningfully to global carbon reduction, with a
sharp focus on renewable sources of energy.

China is taking the lead in the global transition away from carbon,
producing 70% of the world’s solar panels, 50% of its electric vehicles,
and one‑third of all wind turbines. China has also established a
prominent position in the global supply chain for the raw materials
essential to electrification, such as rare earth elements, cobalt, lithium,
and copper.
In our view, China is well positioned to be a leader in renewables and
green energy (Figure 2). Being an importer of traditional energy today,
a future that is driven by renewable sources of energy could allow
China to become more self‑sufficient and, thus, serve an economic
goal as well as a social goal – by improving living standards for
Chinese people who have been subjected to high levels of pollution in
their history. China’s aim to achieve carbon neutrality by 2060 will
potentially achieve a key social outcome and allow China to be less
dependent on energy imports.
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China leads the world in green energy investment
(Fig. 2) Share of green energy investment in new capacity 2020–2050E
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Focusing on inefficiencies to uncover
future beneficiaries
Given the speed of change and the inefficiencies that present
themselves in the market, we believe China remains a fertile ground for
good stock selection. There are pockets of speculative bubbles, such
as in some thematic stocks, but we are still able to find very attractive
opportunities in the supply chains that support these industries. The
transition away from a carbon‑intensive economy to a more sustainable
economy offers a tailwind to industrialization, and we are finding very
attractive value in some industrial businesses.
We see consumption as another important pillar of growth, from the
government’s perspective, with a focus on quality growth. These tend
to be companies that offer compounding growth opportunities as well
as some companies that are undergoing a positive product cycle. The
shift of domestic demand from foreign brands to local brands provides
another tailwind. With this favorable backdrop, we believe homegrown
businesses can take a step further and potentially expand to become
global leaders.
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We believe our greatest advantage is that many investors are focused
on mega‑cap stocks and have a very short‑term view of the market.
While the top 100 mega‑cap stocks (roughly 70% of the MSCI China
Index) are widely owned by local and foreign investors, that only
represents 2% of the total Chinese universe.4 We believe there is a real
advantage in going beyond the mega‑caps. Since 2016, large‑caps
have generated strong relative return versus the market, but that has
mostly been driven by multiple expansion. With large‑caps now trading
at historically high premiums (versus small‑caps), we believe that a
reversal is justified and investors should not rely on the same playbook
going forward in this new environment.
Importantly, with China having over 5,200 listed companies, there is a
huge opportunity set available to investors. But many investors are
focused on stocks with a market cap of USD 30 billion+. On average,
60% of active Chinese funds are invested in those 2% of stocks, while
the remaining 98% remain under‑explored. We believe this is where
you may find mispriced opportunities and potential hidden gems.

As of March 31, 2021. Sources: MSCI and FactSet. Financial data and analytics provider FactSet. Copyright 2021 FactSet. All Rights Reserved. (See Additional Disclosures.)
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